Parts of Woodruff Ave. have closed, thus these new instructions

Getting your stuff to Jones Tower

- Travelling from SR-315 on Lane Ave., turn Right on High Street.
- Turn Right on Woodruff Ave.
- Turn Right on Curl Drive.
- Curl Drive will curl right, and then curl left, and on your right you will see a 15 story dorm.
- Keep driving, but look left and you will see another 15 story tower. That is Jones
- Turn left into the drive before you pass Jones. You will enter a small parking lot. There is some additional parking if you keep driving though this lot on the other side of the building.

Royer Hall is in front of Jones.

You can check-in in Royer and unload your belongings into Jones, and then take your car to a legal parking space in a Green Lot (also called C Lots)